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RiftStar Raiders was developed by
MeridianDreams using the Unity engine. The
game was self-funded and played at
IndieCade International 2014. RiftStar
Raiders is a twin-stick shooter with role
playing elements in the Star of Meridian
universe. The game features a feature-rich
combat engine and advanced weapons
crafting system. The game features in-depth
quests and numerous playable characters.
Players can team up with other players or
take on challenges against AI opponents,
solo or in groups. Players are able to buy and
sell loot and create unique characters.A
newly established website hosted by the so-
called LulzSec hacking collective has been
offering a $220,000 reward for the capture
of the "head honcho of the FBI" -- in what is
the latest twist in a strange transatlantic
"hit" whose results seem to have so far
escaped the efforts of the British authorities
to catch the culprits. In a post on the site,
LulzSec say they are currently offering a
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reward of $220,000 to anyone who
successfully apprehends the head of the FBI
and bring him to trial. Those who lead the
bureau are also being offered an undisclosed
amount of British pounds, although the
organisation did confess their capability to
convert the dollars into pounds. The offer is
being made in accordance with the
provisions of the British law regarding the
"protection of the head of the FBI, Andrew
W. Jackson", the hackers say. The post was
accompanied by a video showing a masked
LulzSec member announcing the reward and
offering a prayer. The anonymous hacker
known as Sabu was also featured speaking
at a news conference, but was dressed in a
more formal manner than in the video. The
new offer comes just days after LulzSec
founder Hector "Sabu" Monsegur was
arrested on charges of hacking into U.S.
government and private sector websites. He
pleaded guilty to several felonies and is now
looking at a prison sentence of at least 27
years. "I've always been an advocate of
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responsible criminal activity, and the fact is I
can now appeal to you as a young man who
feels guilty about his actions and is ready to
go to jail because of them," Monsegur told
the crowd in the news conference, according
to the New York Times. A similar
announcement was made earlier this month
by Anonymous, another hacktivist group who
offer no leads on the identity of the so-called
leader of the FBI. The offer to "protect" the
FBI leader has since been confirmed by

Features Key:
Full Game Mode - Push, pull, roll and more!
Powered by the new Scrum Rush Solve Game Engine. A unique new game engine making
intruders look hard to solve.
Bonus cards added throughout, trading cards, special modifiers, DIY. What's in your utility belt?
Full app integration with your iOS device with a fully branded iPhone app with sliders, buttons and
custom transitions.
Dynamic Card Collection
Game Pause, Replays, Logistics and Trickery
Gain bonus credit if the Intrude set is played online. Set yourself up to win.

Key features:

Incredible Game design - Dynamic and engaging.
Unique game engine to give you the information and tools you need.
Fully branded iPhone app with buttons, colour combos and all the practice you need.
The key to being successful in our games is using as many of your Intrude card as possible, either in
Combos or to cancel out the Intruder's.
Real-time feedback the whole game and tune your Intruders as you play. Give feedback and see how
your intruders are faring.
Unrivaled Extras!
Dynamic Cards added throughout, Trading cards, Special modifiers, even DIY.
Multiplayer along with game-wide scores and leaderboards.
Native Game play along with the brand new on the community - Scrum Rush Solve Game Engine.
The promise of continuous improvement.
Full app integration with your iOS device, using push notifications and handy links.
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Downloads tested on iOS 6, 7 and 8 devices, along with the iPhone 5.

Screenshots:
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